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Abstract 
  
This paper adopts a multifarious approach combining lean manufacturing, line balancing and layout modification to 
effective improvements in the productivity on the drain valve assembly line of manufacturing company for 
automobile industry.  A comprehensive methodology is adopted to systematically analyse and effect productivity 
improvements. A pilot study of the assembly line is done to estimate line imbalance. This is followed by waste (MUDA) 
identification and elimination and de-bottlenecking to balance the line and optimize utilization of resources. 
Modification in layout is effected to switch over from batch and queue system to single piece flow. The results of 
implementation are summarized in the conclusion part of the paper. 
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1. Introduction 
 

1 The company is engaged in the manufacturing of 
moulds, tools, electrical, electronics, plastic moulding 
and fabrications supplied to the original equipment 
manufacturers (OEM's) in automobile industry. A 
majority of these products happen to be of high volume 
– low variety type and fall in the ATO (Assembled to 
Order) category. The company has solely manufactures 
and supplies drain valves to all OEM companies. 
The company was facing problems due to increased 
demand, excessive back tracking of material, 
imbalanced assembly line, huge in-process inventories 
underutilization of human resources and delays in 
deliveries. The main source of these wastes was batch 
and queue process. 
 
2. Methodology 

 
Methodology used for the improvement is given below 
 
 Pilot study of drain valve assembly line 
 Bottleneck identification & elimination through 

layout modification 
 Line balancing & resource optimization 

 
2.1 Pilot Study of Drain Valve Assembly  

 
A walk-through on drain valve (manual) assembly line 
enables to understand the process in terms of work 
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content, sequence of operations, and cycle time on each 
workstation. A detailed time study accurately 
estimated production possibility and the extent of line 
imbalance. Based on the monthly demand, Takt time 
for present demand and target rate (Takt time for 
future demand) were calculated. The primary focus 
was on elimination of non-value added (wastes) 
activities.  
 Table 1 gives details about the batch time, output 

per hour and output per shift considering 100% 

efficiency (skilled labour) and 80% efficiency (contract 

labour). The time required per unit is calculated by 

dividing the batch cycle time by the number units 

produced. Figure 1 shows the graphical representation 

of cycle time for all workstations on drain valve 

assembly line according to the existing method. The 

present layout of drain valve assembly is shown in 

figure 2 below. 

 
 

 

 
Figure 1: Present Method (Cycle Time & Takt Time 

Chart) 
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Figure 2: Present Layout (Drain Value Line) 
 

Table 1: Detailed cycle time study for entire assembly line 
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2.1 Bottleneck Identification & Elimination by Layout 
Modification 
 
 

Workstation 7 (Soap leak testing) is a bottleneck 

having highest cycle time of 47. Moreover, the rejection 
rate at this workstation was 19.94%. 

 The primary reason is on account of excessive 
movement of the operators due to transportation of 
the material from water leak testing machine to the 

soap leak testing machine, non- value added activity. 
This is due to excess transportation of material and 

material handling and waiting time. This is also 
illustrated in present layout in figure 2 above.  The 
layout modifications made are shown in figure 3 below. 

The non-value added operation of transportation and 
material handling at work station (soap leak testing) is 

eliminated by merging the soap leak testing station in 
the assembly line and converting it in the straight line 
layout that reduced the work content by 29 seconds.      

2.2 Line Balancing & Resource Optimization    
 

The next step is to analyse the cycle time at 

workstations having higher cycle times and minimize 

line imbalance by explore possibilities to clubbing, 

rearranging workstations and operators. The proposed 

rearrangement of workstations after line balancing is 

shown in table 2. Graphical representation of the new 

cycle times at work stations and its comparison with 

the Takt time is shown in figure 4. Another vital 

problem at workstation 7 (soap and leak testing) was 

rejection rate of 17.67% (in-house) due to the terminal 

mismatch which was eliminated by revising the 

sharpening frequency of the cutting fixture blade and 

the checking was provided on the visual inspection to 

check the terminal height which is shown in the table 3. 
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Figure 3: Modified Layout of the Drain Valve Line 

Table 2: Proposed Method (After Line balancing) 
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Table 3: Measures Taken to Reduce Rejection Rate 
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Table 4 
 

 
Present Method Proposed Method Benefits 

Production/Shift 600 1200 ↑600 units 

Manpower 16 16 - 

Space (Sq. M) 119.7 94.5 ↓25.2 sq.m. 

Line Imbalance 60% 34% ↓26% 

Rejection (%) 19.94% 9% ↓10.94% 

 

 
 

Figure 4: Proposed Method (Cycle Time & Takt Time 
Chart) 

 
Conclusions & Findings 
 
It is evident from the improvements effected that 
practical line balancing problems often needs in-depth 
investigation of work content on the entire line in 
order to find practical solutions that are often found by 
rearranging the work content across workstations, 
merging / splitting the workstations (as the case may 
be). The basic principles of lean such as waste (MUDA) 
identification/elimination, cellular approach and 
layout modifications further supplement the 
productivity improvements. The benefits derived as a 
result of all improvements are summarized in table 
no.4 above. Annual savings on account of reduction in 
rejection rate are Rs. 346,320 / year. 
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